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The search for inner peace brought Maya Fiennes to Kundalini Yoga. Of course, yoga in any form is
essentially a journey to the soul. Like all seemingly differing paths of yoga practices, Kundalini Yoga
acknowledges the same definitive goal and destination for its practitioners; that is the Union (yoga)
of Self with the Universe.

After many years of practicing various yoga variations, Fiennes decided to listen to her inner voice
and trained for a year to become a Kundalini Yoga teacher. Her innate flair for teaching helped her
create Maya Fiennes DVDs, which helped her become an acclaimed proponent of Kundalini Yoga
known around the world. Yoga, Fiennes feels, has always been in her soul. The call to her to begin
teaching revealed many answers to her questions.  The story of Maya Fiennes is a story of
transformation. She went from being a classical pianist with many successful albums to a well-
known Kundalini Yoga Teacher.

Confluence or Coincidence?

Fiennes was born in Macedonia, an area that was part of an ancient civilization that was
contemporary to the Vedic Era in India, which is the cradle of Yoga.  Her interest in music became
evident during her childhood. During the early 1990s, Fiennes arrived in London. Her fame rose
after her musical performance at the United Nations and in front of the British Royal Family. In 1995,
she married Magnus Fiennes, a well-known composer and record producer. Magnus is the brother
of British film and theater actors Joseph Fiennes and Ralph Fiennes.

Her becoming a yoga teacher was, at one level, a marriage of her two passions - music and yoga.
At another level, it was the confluence of two civilizations where music was respected and proffered
the pride of place. As a matter of fact, divinity is attributed to sound (â€˜Nada Brahmaâ€™ or Cosmos of
Sound) and â€˜nadaâ€™. The sound energy in motion is considered the building block of Cosmos as per
the Vedic philosophy from where yoga, the union between individual and cosmos, evolved. 

Experience the Power of Yoga

Recently, in an interview with Yoga Abode, Fiennes confessed, â€œMy search for peace of mind
manifested itself in a human form in a person I met who was so excited about Kundalini Yoga.â€• Maya
stresses that Kundalini yoga works directly with you to attain peace and to lead a healthy life. 

All the Maya Fiennes DVD sets are available in her Complete Collection.  Apart from the Maya
Fiennes DVDs and mantra CDs, an uplifting and inspiring new book, Yoga for Real Life, is also
available. Maya Fiennes DVDs and other publications are available at www.yogatech.com.
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Roland Lindberg - About Author:
Maya Fiennes is an avid yoga enthusiast and a yoga practitioner.She follows a Maya Fiennes,
which brings the spirit and body together as one and she has been researching on it for many years.
a Maya Fiennes DVDs assist practitioners in maintaining good body condition and help them
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practice yoga in proper way.
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